On the normal histochemistry of trace metals in the brain.
Timm's sulphide silver method is generally regarded as a sensitive histochemical method for transition metals, group 2b metals, and heavy metals. It has been used frequently both for investigating the localization of metals normally present in various tissues and, in animal experiments, for tracing the distribution of metals administered in toxic amounts. The present author has standardized the method to ensure a reproducible, strong, sulphide silver staining in the central nervous system of the rat, and made the following light microscopic findings, briefly summarized: 1) White matter is only very lightly stainable, some of this stain clearly being confined to glial perikarya and processes. 2) The staining of glia (in white and grey matter) is differentiated both according to region and type of cell. 3) The latter is also true for neuronal somata. 4) Within the neuropil there are sharp borders as well as diffuse gradients with respect ot staining density. Most of the stain is confined to granules about the size of synaptic boutons. The staining of neuropil in the cerebral cortex has received special emphasis: It is stronger than in most other regions and its exquisite laminar distribution faithfully reproduces known synaptic fields, suggesting a close association with certain fibre systems or types of synapses. This conclusion is supported by the previous electron microscopic finding of precipitate within the large hippocampal mossy fibre boutons, and by preliminary electron microscopic and experimental data for other laminae and fields within the hippocampus. The histochemical validity of the sulphide silver method has been extensively discussed elsewhere. It seems appropriate to conclude that the staining pattern described light microscopically gives a valid picture of the distribution of one or more, but not all, important transition metal fractions within the brain. The use of intravital chelation for manipulating the stainable metals are discussed. Several basal questions to be answered on the path towards an understanding of their functions are suggested. Thus a solid factual basis should be provided upon which to start a rational search for disturbances of their functions.